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VERSÀTI L

 1. Round pointed

 Short Handle 1540 

 Long handle 3040 
#3/0 - 22

2. Travel brush, 
round pointed 

 Short Handle 1548 
#2 - 12

3. Rigger Round 

 Short Handle 1549 
#0 - 10

4. Filbert 

 Short Handle 1541 
#0 - 24 

 Long Handle 3041 
#0 - 24

We are proud to introduce our new brush VERSÀTIL: the perfect synthetic 
alternative to the Kolinsky sable. This brush was designed with versatility as 
its main feature and VERSÀTIL really lives up to its name with exceptional 
snap, superior absorption and �uid retention.

It’s excellent for use both with watercolor and oil /acrylic, allowing artists to 
create �ne details as well as providing superior performance for coloring 
large areas and backgrounds. Initial feedback from artists and collaborators 
has been extremely positive and all agree VERSÀTIL is an exciting new 
alternative to the synthetic brush world.
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5. Bright 

 Short Handle 1542 
#0 - 24 

 Long Handle 3042 
#0 - 24

6. Flat Wash 

 Short Handle 1543 
#1/2” - 1”

7. Fan 

 Long Handle 3044 

 #2 - 6

8. Flat

 Long Handle 3043 
#0 - 24

Here’s what artist Wendy Artin has to say about VERSÀTIL:

“I really love your new VERSÀTIL series: they are �rm and springy in just the 
right way. They are ideal for detail and for washes, reminiscent in shape of 
japanese brushes but with the �rmness of a high quality brand new Kolinsky. 
Excellent for working quickly. They are also very elegant brushes, and feel 
perfect in the hand. I am also really enjoying their points, which seem pointier 
than most points on the size 10 round brush.”

Try VERSÀTIL and discover all its new and unique characteristics and why 
artists agree, this is a synthetic brush like no other.
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